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SUPPORTING EARLY LITERACY: growing readers, spellers, writers:  Ages 4-6 

 

What is early literacy for this age? 

DISCOVERING SYMBOLS AND WHAT THEY MEAN 

• Knowledge of the alphabet (that is an “F”!) 

• Awareness of letter sounds (that “F” sounds like /f/) 

• Writing individual letters/numbers (writing letters in one’s own name or other’s name)  

• Recognize and read common words (a stop sign, McDonalds) 

• See similarities and differences in visual symbols (3 is not the same as 8) 

HEARING DIFFERENCES, PATTERNS  

• Hearing and breaking words apart into smaller sound units (“bulldozer” has 3 parts: bull, 

doz, and er; “room” and “broom” are the same except at the start) 

• Starting to recognize syllable (“Robert Smith” has three beats like “chocolate milk”) 

• The child can “read” a predictable book over time (every page starts with: “sometimes I 

feel…”; repeating: ‘chicka, chicka, boom boom”) 

TALKING, LISTENING, REMEMBERING  

• building vocabulary (4 years olds tend to fall in love with bigger words: “incredible”, 

“stupendous”, “interrupting”…) 

• Remember 2-3 part directions or parts of a story (I clean up the table, get my coat, go to 

the door) 

• Being able to talk about interesting topics or have a conversation that is understood 

(holding forth about different dinosaurs, explaining what happened at the store) 

How can adults support early literacy ages 4-6? 

o Ask open ended questions.  These questions have no one right answer.  When children 

have opportunities to hear and respond to open-ended and provocative questions, they 

are solving problems and building ideas.  Respect, listen to, and answer their questions. 

  Some open-ended questions to use while reading a story: 

- I wonder what will happen next? 
- Why do you think she did that? 
- Where did she go 

- How do you think he feels? 
- Have you ever felt that way? 
- What should he do? 

 



 

Compiled by Nancy Sugarman. MEd. and based on Early Beginnings: Early Literacy Knowledge and Instruction, 

National Institute for Literacy, 2008  http://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/NELPEarlyBeginnings09.pdf 
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How can adults support early literacy ages 4-6  con’t 

o Continue to provide unhurried time together, looking at 

books: cuddling with you and a book, time at the library 

together, etc. makes literacy positive, important, and 

wonderful. 

 

o Discover what is a book: What is an author? And 

illustrator?  Is this the same author as the other book we liked, but a different book and 

different words!  What do the end pages tell us about the story?  Consider making your own 

book together, with the child dictating the story and illustrating it. 

 

o Read the same book over and over: The child chooses the books, and reading them over 

and over and over alone or with you, builds a sense of confidence and love of reading.  

 

o Notice Words and other symbols everywhere: see signs on the road and in buildings; in the 

grocery store shelves and aisles, point out what you are reading on 

the screen, in the news, in the waiting room; discover common 

punctuation and other symbols ( !, ?, $, @)  - explore what they mean 

and how they change how you read a title or sentence.   

 

o Notice similarities (That’s a letter in your name!) and differences (these two are both tall 

but they don’t look the same. How are they different?).  That big capital “s” is the same 

shape as a little lower case “s”.  Is that capital “L” the same as the lower case “l”? 

 

o Create opportunities to read and write: provide a variety of opportunities to draw and 

write (paper with pencils or pens or crayons, white boards, sticks in the sand…)  and to look 

at printed material (magazines, books, mail, signs).  Label drawers or shelves your child 

commonly uses.  Share your child’s interest in noticing these symbols. 

 

o Create opportunities to generate patterns and manipulate materials: silverware, laundry, 

groceries, and many different materials can be used to create sequences and patterns over 

and over (fork knife spoon fork knife spoon; sequence bowls, clothes, or spoons by size or 

weight)  

 

o Discover and use rich vocabulary:  using 3-syllable words is 

especially exciting starting at this age; explore rhyming words, 

words with funny sounds (“plop”, “cough”…), and words that have 

multiple meanings (bark, bowl, foot).  Allow time for extended 

conversations and singing.  

http://lincs.ed.gov/publications/pdf/NELPEarlyBeginnings09.pdf

